This grid of letters conceals words lying in different directions: forward, backward, up, down, or diagonally, but always in a straight line. The words to find and circle are listed below the grid - cross them off once you’ve circled them. Many words overlap. When you’ve crossed off all the words in the list below, there will be letters that haven’t yet been circled. Gather those letters - from the top, left to right, and they will spell out the 'Last Word' answer for this puzzle.

Potpourri #42  Solution: 5 letters

O QUIPUCSLMIPSAN
SEQELUAYPHEETPPE
NFSTSLPBRRIUFGR
YACUTDEMJECAUT
KHIALRUAYRNMT
NCNICRICIERTOCAT
UEAEIYLRBIAINM
PEWLHTGAOUDCAIW
SSCTBRSLNNCYEHO
OOEOOSBOIRRBLDY
ROMTVNPSNBEXIT
DOTICAOAEGHTLFE
OOOKLNBSSAIUXC
RLLKYSOUAMEIREI
SOHTEKUREDINL

BASS VIOLS  BLACK  BLOATWARE  CASHFLOW  CHAFE  CURIO
CYBER  DECOR  DIAGNOSTICIAN  DOETH  DOLT  ELVES
ESKIMOS  ETHO  EURO  EXTERNAL CAUSE  FUEL
GPS  GREY CUP  GROTT  INDICT  IP SAN  KOBE BRYANT
KYOTO  MANZIEL  MLS CUP  MUF  NCAA  NEWTON
NICETY  OSWEILER  PERJURY  PONTOON  QUIPU  RAMP UP
REILLY  ROOKE  SALTINE  SOLAR  SORDOR  SPASM
SPUNKY  TYLOSIN  UBC T-BIRDS  UNA VOCE  WHYTE